
Agenda 

South Morningside Parent Council Meeting 

18 January 2021 at 6.45–8.20pm via TEAMS  

1) Welcome, attendees and apologies     Olly Headey  

2) Review & Approval of Minutes of 23 November 2020 meeting  Bobby Pathak 

3) Review of matters arising & actions from last meeting   Bobby Pathak 

4) Home learning and key worker/vulnerable families support  Michael Urquhart 

5) South Morningside Community Council support  for  

priority projects        Carol Duncan 

6) Parent Council positions vacant     Chair 

Chair (from 2021/22) 

7) AOB        All 

2020/21 meeting dates: 
12 October 2020 
23 November 2020 
18 January 2021 
8 March 2021 
26 April 2021 
14 June 2021 
 
AGM meeting date: 
13 September 2021 

 
Date of next meeting: SMPC Mtg. 8 March 2021 
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Supporting Papers 

South Morningside Parent Council Meeting 

18 January 2021 6.45-8.20pm via TEAMS 

 

1. Draft Minutes of the Parent Council meeting 23 November 2020 (Bobby Pathak)  
 
2. Matters Arising/Action log (Bobby Pathak)  

  
3. Chair Report (Olly Headey) 

 
4. Treasurer Report (Alistair Haig) 

 
5. Clubs Report (Louisa Dall)  

 
6. Transport Update (Neil Inglis) 

 
7. Accommodation Report (John Cameron) 

 
8. Comms Report (Alice Nelson) 
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Meeting Minutes 

South Morningside Parent Council Meeting 

23 November 2020 at 6.45pm via TEAMS 

 

Parent Council Voting Members – Attending  

Brendan Paddy Jeremy Balfour 

Olly Headey Chris Hebden 

Alistair Haig Elisabeth Quinn 

Bobby Pathak Nadia Cunden 

Fraser Walker Colin McRae 

Ellie Trotter Reuben Carr 

Louisa Dall Angela Robinson 

Shelagh Halford Abigail Cabrelli 

Andrew Leiper Chris New 

Alison Reeves  

Parent Council Voting Members – Apologies   

Andy Valdez-Tullett Gedimias Burba 

John Cameron Martin Little 

Brian Sharp Lizzie Boyce 

Tatiana Tantarouda  

 

Parent Council Non-Voting Members – Attending 

Michael Urquhart Susie Morgan 

Karen Richmond  

Parent Council Non-Voting Members – Apologies   

Pamela Ferguson   
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Attending Councillors 

Cllr Melanie Main Cllr Neil Ross 

 

Attending Parents/Carers/Guests 

Lindsay Millar Craig Fraser 

Jen Rogan Joanna Wieczorek 

Eilidh Stimpson Olga Arren 

Fiona Coffey Hannah Law 

Casey Ryan Jane Petty 

Neil Inglis Iain Ring-Macleod 

Thom Kenrick Natalie Le Couteur 

Alison Griffin Louise Beaton 

Susie McCosh Elaine Jones 

Emilia McMenamin  

 

Welcome, attendees and apologies 

The agenda was summarised in general terms and attendees thanked. TEAMS etiquette 
was introduced including the muting of mics, using the chat function for questions and the 
facility to raise hands. Emelia McMenamin was welcomed as a new PC member.  

 

Review & Approval of Minutes of 12 October 2020 meeting 

The meeting minutes were approved by the Parent Council. 

 

Review of matters arising & actions from last meeting 

See separate document. 

 

Overview of likely enrolment over the next two intakes  

Mr. Urquhart gave a briefing on projected P1 enrolment for the upcoming academic year 
(2021/2022). The presentation slides are included at the end of these minutes.   

 Approximately 120 new pupils are currently expected in next year’s intake with the 
new school, once opened, being a P1 intake only in the first year growing in year 
groups over the ensuing years.  
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 The council accepts that future younger siblings will potentially be in a different 
school to their older siblings studying at SMPS as this rollout continues.  

 The point was made that SMPS’s leadership team are keen to minimise potential 
disruption to pupils in terms of moving a given cohort of students between different 
school buildings within a relatively short periods of time. If this may be a likelihood, 
then the preferable option of having pupils start at Comiston Rd will be looked at – it 
was stressed this remains a hypothetical situation and is partly dependent on when 
the new school will open.  

 The lack of space at Comiston Rd remains an ongoing issue with a projected 105 
pupils going into P3 and 104 pupils expected to go into P4. As it stands, this will 
result in the larger classrooms at Comiston Rd being used to full capacity.  

 Current Scottish government criteria details the delivery of 2 hours of outdoor PE 
classes p/week; however, given COVID restrictions, as well as the councils use of 
peripatetic contracts (which results in more nomadic working patterns where certain 
teachers are having to teach in different schools), these arrangements are having to 
be altered: Therefore, longer sessions are being delivered over a three-week period 
at SMPS. Combined with class teachers taking classes outdoors, Mr. Urquhart 
stressed this was proving successful with longer sessions being delivered in local 
parks and the playground. Specialist PE departments will also be supporting the 
school in the coming weeks to determine appropriate PE within the playground. The 
point was made that there can be no provision for indoor PE at present given the 
current size of the P3 cohort which, along with classrooms, is also occupying the gym 
hall as a teaching space.  

 Regarding outdoor learning (OL), this is still in place but is weather and curriculum 
dependent. OL in term one focused on health and wellbeing and this was changed to 
science after the October break. While key learning is being maintained, curriculum 
plans are, through necessity, being modified and therefore OL will be adapted to 
focus on the curriculum e.g. foregrounding science, maths etc. 

 Digital literacy is also being brought outside. The use of cameras, laptops and iPads 
will be seen more within the local community, outdoor spaces and parks. Mr. 
Urquhart thanked the parents and particularly the teachers for the success of the 
recent parent consultations. It was noted that this may have to be repeated in the 
future. Lastly, it was noted the one-way system in use at Comiston Rd/Craiglea Dr is 
working well.  

The floor was opened to relevant (chat box) questions:  

 It was acknowledged the broken toilets seats at Comiston Rd remain problematic. 
The issue, however, is one of supply which is proving challenging at present.  

 The issue of potentially having siblings in two different schools remains ongoing and 
will be picked up in an internal meeting Mr. Urquhart will have at a future date.  

 

Accommodation update  

Andrew Leiper provided a briefing and presentation on the newbuild construction at 
Deanbank. His presentation slides are also included at the end of these minutes.   

 Works are progressing and the new trench at the corner of Deanbank, by the scooter 
stand and close to Deanbank’s front entrance, will form the corner of the new school.  
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 It is felt the open Heras fencing (to the new school construction) and the scaffolding 
around the facade of Deanbank conspires to make drop off and pick up feel like 
parents and children are within a live building site. This was compounded by noisy 
building work taking place very close to the Heras fencing during drop off in October 
– including the cutting of foundation steel resulting in sparks, fumes etc. passing 
through the open fencing. This has resulted in a number of parents being alarmed. 
The PC formally wrote to the contractor in November asking to be reengaged with 
the regular meetings which had stopped. Points raised included: 

 The PC believe the Heras fencing as a temp solution has been allowed to 
continue for too long. Furthermore, it is felt the children are not being afforded 
either appropriate or the same degree of separation protection that 
pedestrians walking along Canaan Ln are being offered given solid hording is 
in situ to the street. It is felt solid hording should be installed as a matter of 
priority with site work instructed to halt activity with excessive noise or danger 
during pick up/drop off.  

 At a later stage, as steelwork will be erected along the line of the newly 
formed trench, the construction site will begin to feel increasingly overbearing 
and parents need to be confident that the site boundary is safe and therefore 
is no risk to their children in the adjacent playground. 

 It was stressed the current fencing does not offer a feeling of separation from 
the building site and a solid hoarding will help provide that. 

  A meeting was arranged on 17 November with the following points discussed: 

 The new building completion date is now set for September/October 2021 
(housing P1s/P4s) 

 After the completion of the new building, the existing Deanbank building will 
begin its refurbishment to house older children (P5-P7) – this refers to ‘North 
Morningside’, the current working title of the new school. 

 Sadly, the contractor maintains that the Heras fencing has been risk 
assessed and is safe. It was suggested by the council education team that 
this should be seen as a learning opportunity for the children; however, a 
solid hording will be erected at an unspecified point in the future as works 
progresses.  

 Deanbank scaffolding was erected separately to the new build construction after 
concrete rendering fell from the building and this exposed other structural problems 
including issues with the stonework. The scaffolding is therefore in lieu of a potential 
3-meter exclusion zone and will be there for the foreseeable future (at least until after 
the new building has been completed).  

 It has been noted this may result in a possible access issue as there is a pinch point 
between the scaffolding surrounding the existing building and the new build 
construction site, particularly in terms of access from the footpath by St Peters.  

The floor was opened to Mrs. Morgan to discuss a concern around the playground: 

 Mrs. Morgan made the point that the perceived lack of playground space was in fact 
a result of physical distancing requirements: the playground has been separated into 
four areas to accommodate class bubbles with P1s and P2s taking breaks at different 
times and on different days: Therefore, this is a COVID/physical distancing inspired 
issue as opposed to a playground one.  
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 Once the new build foundations are in place the Heras fencing may be moved back 
slightly which may potentially increase playground space.  

 

Introduction to Class list – new comms & events platform 

Elisabeth Quinn introduced Class list  

 Apologies were made for the relatively quick move to the new platform. This was to 
aid the fundraising effort for the upcoming St Andrew’s fling.  

 There has been excellent uptake so far, with 290 sign ups at the start of this PC Mtg, 
and Karen Richmond was singled out for very helpfully sending out her email. By the 
start of this PC Mtg approximately £900 had been raised. 

 Class list is GDPR compliant with only parents or carers having access to the 
platform. It was created by the PC members of a different school and has proved 
useful for other groups within that school.  

 It was pointed out the payment method is quick, efficient and secure for making 
donations. While using the platform is free to the end user, a percentage is taken by 
the developers for transactions. This is approximately 1.1%.   

 It was suggested comms between individual parents within class or year groups 
should prove to be convenient with the availability to send / receive private 
messages, for instance to start a birthday party group, play dates etc.  

 Uploading your address is possible but not necessary. There is also a function to 
enable a location map, again individuals may choose not to enable this function.  

 PC clubs were encouraged to set up groups within the platform as news can be 
communicated easily to group members using Class list’s newsfeed. The platform 
also streamlines the coordination required by the school admin staff, therefore easing 
their potential workload.  

The floor was opened to questions:  

 A question was raised on whether individual clubs’ bank accounts could be linked to 
the platform?  

This is to be determined, at present it is linked only to the main fundraising account.  

 Can communications with parents be rationalized?  

It was acknowledged communication needs to be rationalized but noted that the 
school and the PC are separate bodies with separate channels of comms. 
Furthermore, Class list is not sanctioned by council run schools; however, comms 
from the school could potentially be uploaded to the platform but that would require 
coordination and volunteers. 

 Is optout of emails possible should they prove to be too many?  

Yes, it was suggested this will be worked through as the platform is used.  

 

Greenbank to the Meadows Quiet Route (QR) 
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Brendan provided an update to the QR.  

 It was acknowledged this proved to be a contentious issue during the last PC Mtg 
with a number of concerns and/or objections. The proposal has since been discussed 
at Council level with the following outcomes: 1. All additional modal filters (devices to 
stop motor traffic) to the streets parallel to Comiston Rd have been removed. 2. Braid 
Rd will remain closed.  

 It is anticipated the new modal filters north of Cluny Gardens will have a positive 
impact on Canaan Ln by helping to reduce traffic outside the new school; however, 
clarification is needed around the modal filter currently showing on the proposed plan 
of Canaan Ln which, it is hoped, will become permanent.  

The floor was opened to Cllr Melanie Main: 

 Confirmation has been received that the TTRO (Temporary Traffic Regulation Order) 
for the QR will go out at the end of this week. Therefore, clarification on the Canaan 
Ln modal filter will be open for discussion and the councillors should be able to feed 
this information back the PC.  

 Melanie’s work and support around the issue of traffic on Canaan Ln was 
acknowledged and thanked.  

 

Parent Council positions vacant         

Parent Council positions vacant      

1) Chair (from 2021/22) – Olly made clear that the position of Chair/Co-Chair is 
required and without a Chair the PC will be forced to fold – something we are all 
keen to avoid particularly given the active nature of our PC.    

2) A PC member is requested to be attached to the Comms team.  

 

AOB         

Louisa gave an update on clubs in response to some of the chat box question: 

 Stage club has started and P1 & P2 Friday night football club should be starting 
within the next week or so as risk assessments are now complete.  

 Gym club is proving more challenging to reopen given their need to have equipment 
stored on site which cannot be done at Greenbank Church.  

 Judo club is due to start after the Christmas holidays. 

 The Council remains unhappy with the PC using school premises for extracurricular 
clubs or activities and this continues to impact the delivery of club provisions.  

 

There has been an issue regarding the delivery of excess mugs and coasters to some 
parents and it was queried whether this would leave the PC out of pocket: 
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 The company supplying these have said it is an input error, however, this is 
contested. The company have conceded they would charge the PC 50% for the 
excess deliveries.  

 Cllr Melanie Main offered to write to the company reminding them this was a 
fundraising effort and charging for excess deliveries will be taking vital funds from the 
PC.  

The meeting closed at 19:52 
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South Morningside Parent Council

Matters Arising/Action Log 12-Oct-20

OPEN MATTERS

Reference Date Raised Issue/Action Owner(s) Status

#5/20 September 14, 2020 (AReview reported pollution levels outside 

school site

Howard Kippax Awaiting information on historical and/or current 

pollution levels. 
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Chair report  
 

A very happy new year to one and all.  
 

We start the new year with new challenges. Home learning is back on the agenda for the 
first few weeks of term at least, which will be difficult for many families. The Parent Council 
will be coordinating with the school wherever necessary to help ensure families are suitably 
equipped with the technology required, and are kept well informed. Thankfully we are in a far 
stronger position than we were back in March last year, with two vaccines being rolled-out 
apace and home learning plans already prepped and ready to go. We will get through this! 
 

The last few weeks of the 2020 term saw a brilliant effort by our Fundraising and Comms 
teams to raise £4,085 for the Parent Council, all via our exciting new Classlist system. It was 
fantastic to see parents and staff working together to make the end of a really difficult year 
into something special for our children. A HUGE thank you to everyone involved in 
organising, and of course a huge thank you to all the parents who have generously donated 
their time and money in these trying times. 
 

Finally, we are still without a volunteer (or volunteers) to take on the PC Chair role in 
September. We would really like to hear from anyone who feels like they can spare an hour 
or so a week to take on this critical role. Unfortunately, without a Chair in place the Parent 
Council – and with it all the after-school clubs! – must close. We simply can’t let this 
happen! If you are interested in helping save the PC from closure, please get in touch with 
us at chair@sm-pc.org. Time is quickly running out for a handover so it’s now critical we find 
volunteers. 
 

Olly and Brendan, SMPC Co-chairs 
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Treasurers Report – South Morningside Parent Council Meeting - Monday 18 Jan 2021 

1. Surplus for the period  

Year ending 30 June 2021 (as at 10 Jan 2021) 

 

2. Available funds 

 

 

Comments 

The accounts do not include: 

Christmas card expenses 

Judo club and Friday Night Football 

 

Questions on the accounts can be raised at PC meetings or treasurer@sm-pc.org 

Alistair Haig – 10 January 2021 
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Clubs Update – January 2021  

 

Following the updated government guidance and closure of schools to pupils, with the exception of 

vulnerable children and those of keyworkers, all clubs that were running face to face have ceased 

operating.   

 

Some clubs have decided to pivot to online learning, as agreed with the Parent Council previously: 

 

 Stage Club – parent council online club  

 Creative Writing Club – parent council online club  

 Chess Club – private online club  

 

Advertising Clubs  

Historically, some of our Parent Council clubs have advertised through the school’s communication 

channels.  Given the pressure schools are under with regard to communications and the volume of 

communications parents and carers receive, we have decided that it is more appropriate for Parent 

Council clubs to be advertised through our Facebook and Classlist channels.   

 

In addition, we have been approached recently by some external clubs that are privately owned.  

Historically we have not advertised these clubs as we have had a wealth of Parent Council and Active 

School clubs running.  Given that Active Schools are not running at present and the limited Parent 

Council clubs that are running, we have also taken the decision to advertise private clubs in addition 

to our Parent Council clubs.  We have taken this decision to give parents and carers access to more 

clubs and activities for their children.  Any private club that is looking to advertise through our media 

channels would need to submit some information relating to their club along with clear and 

transparent pricing to the Clubs Admin team (clubs_smpc@outlook.com) for approval prior to being 

advertised.   

 

Approval for advertising an external private club will be on a case-by-case basis and we will only 

approve private clubs that do not compete with our current offering.  In addition, this is a temporary 

measure due to the current pandemic which, as above, is designed to give parents and carers 

greater access to activities for children   

 

If you have any other questions / queries, please don’t hesitate to get in touch 

clubs_smpc@outlook.com!  

 

Louisa  
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Transport Update 

 

The previously discussed Quiet Route that goes along Canaan Lane and should help 
further reduce through traffic to Deanbank was passed by full council meeting in 
November. We haven’t heard when it’ll be implemented but assume it’ll be sometime 
after the current Gas Work closures on Braid Avenue and hopefully before schools 
return. 
 
We have a meeting scheduled on 26th of January with members of other local 
primary school Parent Councils (St Peters, James Gillespie’s, Bruntsfield and 
Sciennes) to discuss any further joint measures for safer travel to school that we can 
collaborate on.  
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ACCOMMODATION SUB-GROUP UPDATE                       JANUARY 2021
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SUMMARY

This update is fairly limited;  the regular Zoom call with the contractor was moved from the first week in January to the following week, so 
hasn't happened at the time of writing.

However to summarise:

• Works are progressing at Deanbank, and a substantial amount of steelwork and SFS (the wall infills between the steelwork) is now
in place. This generally is in accord with the intended progress we were advised of in December.

• The main risk we can see to the timeline at present is the potential for tightened restrictions on construction due to the lockdown. 
Non-essential  building sites have specifically been flagged by the Scottish Government as something that may need to be closed,
and this has been widely reported in the trade press.

• The new hoarding line should now be in place, as should the additional woodchip to improve the playground surface. This 
hoarding is now the permanent hoarding line for the remainder of the work for the new school building.
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Notes of the last meeting with the contractor on 11th December were as  follows:

Hoarding

The fixed hoarding to the playground will now be erected 4/5th January before school starts back. The reason given is it would be disruptive to put it 
up now when the children are there using the playground and the school is open.  

This hoarding will be the hoarding line for remainder of the works.

The pinch point Angus Law mentioned has been resolved.

Morgan Sindall (MS) will send us the finalised hoarding plan also showing the extend of playground, and this can be shared with parents.

Playground

20 tonnes of bark have been ordered to be spread on the field and Deanbank playground; the latter will be done next week.

Additional lighting has been installed.

Works

MS stated that they are pushing to complete the foundations before Christmas.

In January they will start steelwork at the western end of the site (i.e. end adjacent to Deanbank). The crane will be located centrally, and we  
received confirmation the steelwork / the crane jib will never swing outside the hoarding line i.e.  above the playground.

This steelwork should take 3 weeks to complete.

Field

MS have located the drain in the field that requires diversion, so this can now progress. It will be done in sections, and once complete bark will be laid
on top.
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Communication

It was agreed that MS will start circulating the site photos from the contractor' monthly report, so that can be shared with parents. They will also 
from January start circulating a regular works upcoming summary,  so that can be shared too.

Monthly meeting invite will be issued shortly, being moved to Thursday as Margo from CEC doesn't work on Fridays.

Ian Young is replacing Chris Russell (Currie Brown) as project manager.

St Peters

St Peters are pushing to get a dedicated cycle access to the school past ARC Housing(?) as they are going to start a cycle bus soon, in a similar way to 
Sciennes / James Gillespies.
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Communications Update 
 

The big news for Comms was the launch of Classlist before Christmas. We have high hopes 

for this app – from the simplification of selling Christmas cards and SMPC calendars to 

publicising fundraising events to adding another forum for our school community to come 

together and talk to each other directly. We think it’ll transform how we communicate with 

our parent body in 2021. 

 

Our Facebook page continues to grow. We now have over 700 folk stopping by regularly. A 

significant leap from the 400 or so likes we had three years ago. It’s great to think we’re 

reaching more of our school community. It also seems like our connections to the wider 

local community are growing too with regular shares of our posts by local organisations like 

Morningside Community Council and Braidburn Valley Park (and vice versa) as well as local 

businesses. In these lockdown times, it’s nice to feel a growing sense of community and 

mutual support between the school and the wider area. 

 

We have a pinned post called SMPS PARENTS RECOMMEND on our FB page which we 

started during the last lockdown and have recently relaunched. The idea is to make a place 

for parents to share ideas: websites / learning resources, services and activities that have 

helped them to survive lockdown. There’s a lot of info there now – well worth a visit!  
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